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I think after half a century they should give up extreme profits if they're still hoping to sell their brand name over the
generics at all, because no drug formulary I've been able to find covers ANY brand name benzos Anti-depressants and
anti-psychotics aren't that surprising like abilify and lexapro to be very expensive but damn. Not sure about Apotex, it
seems it it very rare. Anyway, enough about my insurance costs. Yeah it's fairly good. That's an awesome insurance by
the way lol Not as awesome as having an aboriginal status card in canada. It can be in the head at times. I've gotten
several generics from multiple pharmacies, and have even had the Roche K-cut ones, find out yourself, but they're
nothing special whatsoever, aren't "twice as strong" and I've become more and more convinced over the years that
American pharmaceuticals generics really are all to me pretty equal. I took them back to the pharmacy after taking just
10 of them and had them exchange them for their Actavis generic they had in stock. Anyway that's all, I'm anticipating
closure of this thread any time, but place trust in generics and one day you will appreciate them if you don't already for
the quality products that they are. I know I lot of people have "RX insurance" but I guess I never thought what other
people have, or what level. As if their diazepam is derived from gold or something. I did this once, called like 5 places
and they all had different brands. Ha ok well thanks then. I will say they're even cooler and mintier than teva's almost,
and are just as good. Regardless, they seemed like sugar pills to me, learning afterwards they weren't made in the US at
all, and the pharmacist at the store I got my rx filled at literally said to me "Yeah you know that's funny you say they had
no effect on you [and are exchanging] because I am prescribed clonazepam and got them filled here, received the
Accord brand and I, as well, feel like they really don't do anything at all for my anxiety. That's incredibly reasonable for
that many Roche brand name K-pins with the K punched out of them, I was impressed.Clonazepam Tablets USP, a
benzodiazepine, is available as scored tablets containing mg of clonazepam and unscored tablets containing 1 mg or 2
mg of clonazepam. Each tablet also Clonazepam Tablets Manufactured for: QUALITEST PHARMACEUTICALS Huntsville, AL - - Rev 4/16 - R7. normally I get 60x 2mg Actavis brand clonazepam, today I recived my script,and it
was filled by qualitest the cursive V with like ? "I have taken Qualitest Clonazepam (generic Klonopin) for many years
to reduce muscle spasms from C-spine damage. "Original name brand k. Sep 4, - My question: has anyone found a
difference is the efficacy or side effects between the green Teva and yellow Actavis versions of clonazepam? I ask
because I had one generic substituted for another generic I take of another drug (lamotrigine) and found the substitute
did nothing for me and all my symptoms What do you know about ACCORD pharmaceuticals? MismedicatdMess. ,
PM. From my experience, and ive had several generic Klonopins, Qualitest is the best. its a blue tab with a cursive v on
wvcybersafety.com availability like many generics may be regional. The new green TEVAs ive had as well and those
were just not as good but they weren't awful. I'm losing it. I have been on Teva for a few days and it is not working at
all. I might as well not take anything at all. Now my question wvcybersafety.com I try another generic (the two
mentioned above) or drain my checking acct and go back to the brand? Anyone have experience with these? Thanks so
wvcybersafety.comawal caused by Qualitest, Sandoz (Generic) and. Results 1 - 15 of 15 - What pharmacies carry
Qualitest clonazepam anymore? I used to pick up my scripts for it from Target, prior to it being bought by CVS. Since, I
have not had another generic that compared to these- they were even superior to the Roche brand name Klonopin. I have
been using the Teva generic that CVS. Mar 30, - I finally went to the doctor yesterday for my severe anxiety and
sleeplessness and was prescribed generic Klonopin and Zoloft. I haven't taken psych WalMart carries the Teva, a local
small pharmacy carries the Actavis, and the pharmacy at my (former) doctor carries Qualitest. If I had to choose, I
would. generic klonopin. ive been on klonopin for 4 years. most of the first 3 were teva. a few times got pure pac and
activas and those didnt do anything compared to teva. lost my insurance so i hd to go to a mom and pop pharmacy 2
months ago. QUALITEST 1mg clonazepam is the best generric. blue round. For generic clonazepam brands you've got:
TEVA, Mylan, Qualitest, Actavis, Watson, Sandoz, Accord, Caraco, and Apotex. There may be one or two random
others, but in US at least, that's all that there are, and the worst reviews I've read are regarding Caraco, Mylan, and
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Accord. Not sure about Apotex. You're probably right, all the manufacturers (Mylan, Teva, Qualitest) of generic
Klonopin are probably pretty much identical quality. Doesn't the FDA test all of their pills to make sure they're very
close to identical quality, like within 1% or something?? I would hope so, anyway. Not sure how that works with.
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